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Abstract—The AVORA (Autonomous Vehicle for Operation
and Research in Aquatic environments) team and vehicle go for
the first time to the European Underwater Robotics competition
SAUC-E. The team comes with an underwater vehicle that has
been designed and built from scratch. Without any remarkable
know how in this field, no former experience with the sensors and
actuators bought ex profeso, and with no control architecture or
drivers for the devices in most of the cases, a group of 7 students
from several engineering branches have coordinated themselves
and threw into the design, manufacturing and test of an entry
for the event.
The vehicle has been built with low-cost and easy-to-find ma-
terials as PVC and polyethylene. Also, we have often made
watertight, or designed cases ad hoc, to bring common robotic
devices underwater. A custom-made case for servos is a good
example of our achievements and contributions. Furthermore,
it has been used to build a pan-tilt camera aligned with a
laser pointer, that allows for active vision and easy/fast depth
estimation. In general, the vehicle consists on a support frame
where several underwater cases are attached. Inside we have
the batteries and the electronics, while the wet sensor suite
and the thrusters are located at the appropriate position on the
frame, avoiding any kind of interference among them. We have
not forgotten aspects like the size and weight to help shipping,
deployment and also the trimming and safety measures once in
the water.
For the navigation and vehicle localization we have engineered
innovative techniques with low-cost sensors and by means of
sensor fusion, since we are not going to equip our AUV with
a DVL —because of its high price. The development of the
mechanical, electronic and software aspects, has taken barely
5 months, being the first month the exploration phase of the
problem, making design decisions, and the selection and purchase
of sensors, thrusters, embedded computers, and so on.
Finally, we have been able to watertight the vehicle and it’s
components, implement a great part of the software and perform
some field tests before going to the arena.

I. INTRODUCTION

THIS year 2012, the SAUC-E competition takes place in
La Spezia, like the previous year. The arena is a sea water

basin bounded by three walls and one net, where the average
depth is around 5 meters, and tides, currents and wind are
almost inexistent. Water visibility is around 2 meters in the
best case, and its density is provided by the local organizers
to adjust the vehicle buoyancy for the scenario.

This year the teams are expected to perform up to 7
tasks, apart from the basic behaviors and subsystems that are
mandatory to allow the vehicle to evolve safely underwater.
Being this the first year for the team, such implicit tasks
are also worth mentioning. They comprise the navigation
subsystem, solving the localization and mapping problem, but

also even simpler developments, like driver’s implementation,
hardware controllers and many more tools for debugging,
visualization, data processing, and so on. In brief, and for
the sake of completeness, hereby we describe the competition
tasks:

1) Pass through a validation gate marked with two orange
buoys moored with a rope 4 m apart.

2) Underwater inspection of a pipeline-like structure made
of 0.5 m diameter by 1.5 m length pieces, where the
resulting structure will not follow a straight line.

3) Search a mid-water target and inform another AUV,
and then perform a circular search manoeuvre around
it. During this tasks the vehicle must communicate its
heading and information about the target’s light state,
using an acoustic modem. Also cooperation between
AUVs for this task is awarded with more points.

4) Survey a wall keeping a position in the [2, 4] m range.
5) Track NURC’s ASV equipped with a pinger that will

ping one pulse per second at a frequency of 13 Hz, with
a 10 ms pulse length. The ASV can be tracked with an
hydrophone array or with vision. Those who can track
it with both techniques will be awarded extra points.

6) Surface in a given zone, marked by the ASV, still
operating the pinger.

7) A free, termed impress the judges: mission task or
system component, task.

Despite starting from scratch with almost less than 5
months, we have considered every task in the vehicle’s design
process. In some of them the level of achievement has been
conditioned by our past experience, but our main objective has
been to study and learn, both theoretically and empirically,
from each task. It is worth mentioning that for the computer
vision related tasks, we have solved the visual detection part
successfully, in accord with our own tests. This covers the
first three tasks. Regarding the wall survey, we rely on a
positionable watertight webcam and the imaging sonar. The
camera also has a green laser pointer for distance estimation,
so the distance to the wall is easier to retrieve. The next tasks
have been solved using an hydrophone array, with several tests
underwater since the beginning, even before the vehicle was
built.

The characteristics of the vehicle we have constructed are
best understood given the goals pursued at the stage of its
design. First of all, we wanted it to be low-cost and to make
it easy to find the manufacturing materials from the local
suppliers. Also, being our first vehicle, the goal was to make it

http://www.facebook.com/avorasauce2012
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Fig. 1: Autonomous Vehicle for Operation and Research in
Aquatic environments

simple, but robust and flexible for the SAUCE tasks and arena
conditions, such as the depth. Therefore, we chose resistant
polymers for the vehicle frame and the underwater cases.
PVC and polyethylene PE-500 are the compounds finally
used, for a cylindrical pipe that contains the electronics and a
notebook, two cylinders for the battery packs and a frame
to hold them. The main sensors onboard are a watertight
webcam with a green laser pointer mounted on a pan-tilt
motion unit designed with two watertight servomotors —with
a LED lighting system—, the Imaginex sonar, the MTi IMU,
a depth sensor, bend sensors to help in the motion estimation,
an hydrophone pair, and also four thrusters are mounted
along the vertical and horizontal axes —two for each. Also,
some internal sensors are included to monitor the electronics
temperature and detect leaking inside the underwater cases.

The software has been developed using ROS (Robot Op-
erating System) as a middleware. We have designed a multi-
layered architecture that comprises the following levels from
top to bottom:

1) Management level, with a mission executive and an
integrity supervisor of the lower level.

2) Task level, that covers the competition tasks directly,
following an automaton.

3) Navigation and Mapping level, that constitutes an im-
plicit requirement to move, localize and do path plan-
ning in the environment, while trying to complete the
competition tasks.

4) Detection level, which performs the basic detection tasks
required in the mission.

5) Perception, Communication and Actuation level, that
implements the drivers that access the hardware devices.

A vision system is part of the software for many of the
competition tasks, since we rely on our pan-tilt camera-laser
system to accomplish them. It is used for the buoy detection
in the gateway and target, pipeline following, wall survey
and, eventually, the ASV tracking. For the navigation and
mapping level we apply techniques from the Probabilistic
Robotics literature, as Particle Filters and Kalman Filter.
Robust techniques are required since we do not use a DVL,

but the combination of the MTi IMU, a depth sensor and bend
sensors made watertight to measure the vehicle motion on the
water. An implementation of the periodogram method in real
time is included for the ASV tracking using the hydrophone
array. Finally, we have developed the drivers for sensors and
actuation systems, and in some cases we use an Arduino board
to read specific sensors.

The electronic and mechanical designs has been developed
with CAD tools like Altium and SolidWorks. Once the designs
where finished, we used the manufacturing machines —both
for the electronic boards and the vehicle or housing designs—
available at research groups, institutions or companies nearby.

A low-cost elevated pool has been used to test the vehicle
for leaking, as well as the algorithms implemented. Also,
at a harbour the housing has been left for some time at a
particular depth to ensure they are really watertight. Some
vision detection tasks have been done offline with images
recovered by the vehicle in the pool —or only the camera—,
the pinger tracking with the hydrophone pair has been tested
thoroughly, and other tasks and the navigation, as well as the
sensors operation, has been tested to some extend.

A. Outline

In the following sections we start describing the mechanical
design of AVORA AUV including the electronics and the
battery housings. The different components of the vision
system are detailed separately, i.e. the servo casing and camera
housing.

Then, we discuss the electronics, from the embedded com-
puting systems to the internal sensors and its circuitry. In
this section we give some information regarding the sensors
used: hydrophones, MTi IMU, Imaging Sonar, camera, laser,
lighting, thrusters, power supply based on batteries, with its
corresponding protection systems —cut-off circuit and BMS.
Later, the communication facilities to access or control the
vehicle are enumerated and described.

The software is documented in detail, with special at-
tention to the architecture adopted. Then, the mission tasks
are described along with the solution developed to solve
them. Finally, the scientific outreach of the team work and
achievements are briefly discussed, along with the innovation,
financial summary and risk assessment of the project, before
we enumerate the conclusions.

II. MECHANICAL DESIGN

The mechanical side of the project has been designed ex-
clusively with SolidWorks, that sponsors SAUC-E participants
(see here) and provided us with an academic license for
the competition. Our design is modular and easy to mount.
Although it contains a number of components which are
commonly available in the market, some pieces have been
mechanized custom-made. The maximum dimensions of the
whole vehicle are 798 × 520 × 573 mm (L, W, H). In order
to validate the designs to be watertight, several tests have
been carried out at approximately 6m depth in the harbour
of Taliarte (Telde), under the supervision of PLOCAN.

http://www.solidworks.com/sw/education/student-design-competitions.htm
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Fig. 2: 3D model of the autonomous vehicle

A. Vehicle structure

The material selected to build the vehicle frame has been
high-density polyethilene (PE-500), because of its low ab-
sorption of water, excellent properties to be mechanized, it’s
resiliency and so on. Attached to this frame, we put the
vehicle equipment. This includes different kind of devices,
some of them wet sensors, the thrusters and other actuators,
as well as the underwater housings that hold the electronics
and the batteries. The design, developed in SolidWorks, was
manufactured with a water jet cutter.

The AUV, which can be seen on Figure 2, is propelled by
4 SeaBotix BTD150 thrusters located this way in the vehicle
frame: two at each side and pointing forward along the surge
axis, and the other two along the vertical axis, one at the bow,
the other at the stern. Consequently, the two motors at the sides
of the vehicle allow to move forward and turn, to change the
heading or yaw angle. On the other hand, the bow and stern
motors are meant to go down and up, they can also be used
to change the pitch but with an adequate trimming there is
no need. All the thrusters are fastened to the frame with a
system that helps for the trimming and resettling them. The
purpose of this feature is to change the center of mass, since
the thruster’s weights are distributed, or to modify the thrust
torque.

The pressure vessel, battery housing and positionable imag-
ing sonar, are fixed to a structure specifically designed for a
fast access and allowing to remove them from the main chassis
quick and easily. All these components are attached to the
frame using nylon cable ties resistant to marine environments.
This approach have proven to be appropriate and does not have
any difficulty at the time of mounting the equipment onboard.

B. Pressure vessel

For the pressure vessel, that contains the electronics, we
have chosen a 200 mm diameter PVC pipe. The cover cap used
for this enclosure box, has been made out of a solid bar of
200 mm diameter PVC. The caps come with 2 o-rings of 4 mm

section, in order to obtain a perfectly watertight closure. These
caps were made with a CNC machine. The box contains most
of the AUV systems: embedded computer, power and control
boards for the SeaBotix thrusters, MTi IMU, pressure/depth
sensor, servo controllers, and more.

In order to tightly arrange the devices inside we have
developed an internal tray which can be seen on Figure 3, with
a twofold purpose. First, it increases the rigidity of the pipe,
so it can support higher pressure from the outside. Second, it
allows to distribute in an ordered manner the boards, batteries
and the notebook onboard the vehicle. The tray has 4 levels
clearly differentiated:

• Floor #1: Battery and BMS. This battery is used to power
all the internal system except for the notebook which
comes with it’s own battery.

• Floor #2: This is the computation area, where the main
computer is placed. It is a notebook, that runs the tasks
related with the robot motion and the task planning.

• Floor #3 and #4: The electronics and power systems are
hosted here. That is, the power (RoboClaw board) and the
control system (Arduino Mega) for the thrusters, DC-DC
conversors and so on.

Fig. 3: Internal tray

It is worth mentioning that an important design aspect of
this enclosure box, is the PVC cap equipped with o-rings,
Figure 4, which has been manufactured custom-made to seal
the PVC pipe. Note that we are using products that are fairly
easy to find even in the local market. Also, the cap has been
equipped with a number of connectors installed in a concentric
distribution to allow the devices inside the box to communicate
with the exterior. We have used the Mini Buccaneer series
connectors, from Bulgin. Some of these connectors are used
for power, while others can only support control signals. An
Ethernet connector has been added, so we can connect to the
onboard computer from the outside.

C. Battery housing

The battery housings, seen on Figure 5, are built with a
90 mm diameter PVC pipe. Initially, we tried 45 × 100 rect-
angular profiles of aluminium, but they failed to be watertight

http://www.bulgin.co.uk/Products/Buccaneer/BuccaneerMini.html
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Fig. 4: Pressure vessel lid

in many tests. Therefore, we discarded this solution because
it was not acceptable, neither fast to implement.

Inside the battery housing we can find a pack of 6 H-38120S
Headway LiFePO4 cells, along with their BMS. We have
learned that is important to balance the weight right inside the
pipe, so later we can trim the AUV correctly and no additional
ballast is required, hence. With the attaching system based on
nylon cable ties, it is possible to modify the location of the
boxes on the AUV frame, and therefore we can change the
center of mass.

Fig. 5: Battery housing

The PVC pipes have custom-made caps, mechanized from
a 90 mm diameter solid bar of PVC. They have 2 o-ring of
3 mm section to ensure they are watertight. Finally, the cap has
been designed and mechanized to provide a Mini Buccaneer
connector from Bulgin, so the battery hosted inside can drive
the power and control stages of the thrusters.

D. Positionable sensors and servo casing

One of the goals of our design was to develop positionable
sensors using servo motors. Our approach required a specific
design for a sealed servo casing, with the ability to move shaft
directly in contact with the water. This casing was designed
having in mind standard low-cost and easy to find servomotors.

Multiple options were studied, some of which already re-
solved the problem we were facing. The main option consisted
in a watertight servomotor, but it was early discarded due to

being extremely expensive and unreliable. The replacement
costs of this kind of servomotor could have meant the end of
the entire project.

Fig. 6: Servo casing breakdown

The casing, Figure 6, was mechanized from a 90 mm
diameter solid bar composed of high density polyethylene,
PE-500. The total dimensions are 75× 75× 30 mm, with the
advantage of being able to hold any kind of standard servo.
As can be seen on Figure 6, the casing has a small reduction
where a 2 mm o-ring is situated, which is stressed against a
316 stainless steel lid to achieve the total sealing.

The internal servo is connected to a 6 mm diameter shaft
for mechanical force transmission to the outside. This shaft
has been reducted to contain 2 o-rings of 1.5 mm diameter so
as to avoid water leaks on rotation. The entire casing-servo
combination was tested at a depth of 6 m with successful
results

The main use of the sealed servomotors consists in being
able to move a camera-laser system in a pan-tilt system.
The other positionable sensor we have is the imaginag sonar.
Moving the sonar 90◦ from the usual position gives us the
ability to measure the distance to the sea floor, thus using the
sonar as an echo sounder, albeit not as precise.

We believe this idea to be a real innovation for this year’s
competition, and an important contribution all by itself, since
underwater servos tend to be quite expensive and may not
offer enough reliability.

E. Camera housing

The vehicles vision system has been designed as a coupled
laser camera system, where the laser is used to estimate the
distance to the observation, Figure 7. The camera and laser
housing has been designed using standard PVC plumbing T-
shaped pipes for 28 mm pipes. The camera housing has the
advantage of solving a specific necessity when using a camera-
laser system, which consists in the need of a relatively large
distance between the laser and the camera.
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Fig. 7: Pan-Tilt design

The camera housing is attached to a pan-tilt system built
using our sealed servo casing design. The combination of the
pan-tilt system and the camera-laser housing required to be as
light as possible so as to avoid overcharging the servomotors
and preventing the jittering effect.

Deciding what type of camera to use involved the analysis
of digital, analog, usb and firewire cameras. The winner was
a small low-cost USB logitech camera, which presented an
acceptable resolution, great colour quality and an adequate
enough response for the tasks requirements. The use of a
USB camera reduced the total weight of the vision system,
and complexity at the electronic system level, since using an
analog camera required dedicated capture and transmission
hardware.

III. ELECTRONIC DESIGN

The electronics of the vehicle are summarized in the dia-
gram of Figure 16. In a top-down approach to this diagram we
must start with the main processing unit, being a notebook.
This pieces of hardware controls most of the systems onboard,
but some low-level sensors and circuitry is managed by an
Arduino board. The notebook works with its own battery, but
for the rest of the devices we built a battery pack. However,
note that the thrusters, along with the motor controllers, has
their own power supply. Two battery packs were made for this
purpose and an emergency power cut-off circuit is integrated,
for security reasons. In the following subsections we described
in more detail the different modules of the whole electronics
inside AVORA.

A. Computing system
The computer used onboard is an Acer Aspire One D270

with an Intel Atom N2600 dual core processor at 1.6 GHz.
This notebook has 2 GB RAM memory and a 320 GB hard
disk. As the computer is the largest electronic device, its size
imposes the minimal dimensions of the electronic housing. In
this case, a 200 mm diameter pipe is used to keep the electronic
components.

B. Power supply and cut-off circuit
Aside the notebook, which is powered by its own battery,

AVORA vehicle’s power supply is segmented into 3 indepen-
dent packs of LiFePO4 battery cells. LiFePO4 batteries are

an emergent technology with several advantages over other
battery technologies like a better efficiency, a greater number
of charge/discharge cycles and the possibility of building
customized battery packs.

We designed and built two identical battery packs of 6 cells
to supply power to the thrusters (see Figure 9). These packs
are installed in dedicated housings, placed low in the vehicle
to lower its center of gravity, and provide an output voltage of
19.2 V and 10 Ah. With this design changing batteries takes
just a few minutes. It is a matter of replacing the battery
housings as a whole and reconnecting.

A third pack has been assembled to supply power to all the
rest of electronic components. The electronic battery is placed
in the main electronic housing. The pack is compounded of 4
batteries that furnish 12.8 V and 12 Ah.

The decision of having the battery for the electronic devices
isolated from the thrusters batteries was made to assure that
the power electronic circuits do not influence the general
electronics.

Fig. 9: Battery pack with battery management system

A Balance Managing System (BMS) is needed to control
the charge and discharge of each pack of batteries. The main
function of the BMS is to equilibrate the voltage of each
LiFePO4 cell. It is important to mention that LiFePO4 cells
have a minimum voltage for operation. If a cell is discharged
beyond this level, the cell may result damaged and will not be
able to charge correctly. With a BMS, the minimum cut-off
voltage is controlled to not exceed this level in any cell of
the pack. The balance managing system also warranties that
all the cells in the package are discharged equitably. This is
crucial to increase the life and maintain the performance of
the batteries.

Low-cost BMSs in the market usually do not balance the
voltage of each cells in discharge. For this reason, we decided
to develop our own BMS technology, shown in Figure 10.
This electronic circuit is composed of a charge balancer and
a burner balancer for the discharge. The design of our BMS
permits the access to the voltage of each cell. By this way, the
charge and discharge of each individual cell is managed and
the use of batteries packs is optimized.
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Fig. 8: AVORA’s eletronics diagram, which in brief comprises the thruster’s power suply, the computing equivalent, the low-
level sensors handled by an Arduino, the main processing unit connecting to the rest of the sensors and providing an external
communication facility.

Fig. 10: Battery management system

To adapt the output voltage level from the batteries packs to
the specification of each electronic device, we use 4 DC-DC
converters to provide the required input voltages of 24 V, 12 V,
5 V and −12 V. We employ 3 Minibox DC-DC converters for
the positive voltages and a custom built DC-DC converter to
obtain −12 V.

Two Minibox Y-Power boards are employed to connect
the thrusters to the two power battery packs. This redundant
connection is used to increase the security and robustness of
the thrusters power system. In case of battery pack failure
and disconnection, this arrangement assures that the full set
of thrusters can be powered from just one battery pack.
Disconnection of a power battery pack can be detected by the
AUV’s monitoring system. In that case the power consumed
by thrusters is limited in order to not exceed the maximum
power rating of the Y-Power boards.

Fig. 11: Power Cut-Off PCB

The cut-off circuit of Figure 11 has been designed to allow
for safety human manipulation of the vehicle. An emergency
button has been placed at the top of the AUV. When this button
is pressed, the circuit cut off the power supply of the thrusters.
This circuit is an important safety precaution that allows the
vehicle to be recovered if case of any software or hardware
error. This design permits the thrusters’ power supply to be
reactivated using a signal from the Arduino.

C. Proprioceptive sensors

Monitoring its state regularly is critical for the safety of
an autonomous underwater vehicle. The state of the vehicle
is defined by the joint values of a series sensors that measure
internal variables like temperature, pressure or humidity inside
the housings, but also external variables like pressure or speed.

For security reasons, humidity and leak sensors have been
installed inside all enclosures. HH10D are capacitive humidity
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sensors and they provide a measure of the relativity humidity
inside the electronic housings. In order to favour an early
detection, leak sensors have been placed close to the lids of the
enclosure and also on the bottom of the housing. By this way,
the presence of water inside the housing would be quickly
detected and the control of the vehicle could take the right
decision.

Monitoring the temperature inside the vehicle is also es-
sential to assure the health of all the electronic components.
Electronic devices running simultaneously in a closed and
reduced space can provoke problems of overheating. To avoid
this risk, we employ LM35 precision temperature sensors
whose output voltage is linearly proportional to the Celsius
centigrade temperature.

The depth at which the AUV is submerged has to be mea-
sured for the correct control and navigation of the vehicle. We
employ a Measurement Specialities U5100 30PSIA pressure
sensor, well suited to a maximum depth of 10m. The pressure
sensor is calibrated at surface when the system starts up. The
pressure outside of the vehicle and the depth are related by
the following equation, where PW stands for water pressure
(PSI) and PA

p =
68.046 · 10−3 · PW − PW

10.3

The vehicles speed is a variable that is also of paramount
importance. Usually, underwater vehicles use a Doppler Ve-
locity Log (DVL) to estimate the vehicles speed relative to
the bottom or to the surrounding water, but its an expensive
approach that we cannot afford. So we try to develop our
own low-cost speed sensor using waterproofed I-Cubex bidi-
rectional bend sensors (see Figure 12). Bend sensors change
their output voltage when they are flexed. To increase the
sensibility of these sensors at low speeds we added fins to
increase the drag.

Fig. 12: Bend Sensor

The way we chose to access the data gathered by the suite
of proprioceptive sensors is an Arduino Mega. Arduino is a
free (as in speech) hardware platform supported by a large
and dynamical community. The Arduino board is based on
an Atmel ATmeg1280 at 16 MHz equipped with digital I/O,
PWM outputs, analog inputs and 4 UARTs. This variety and
abundance of I/O interfaces makes this board suitable to be
the interface between the main computer and the sensors and
some of the actuators used in the vehicle. Analog inputs are
connected to the different sensors: temperature, pressure, bend

sensor, humidity. PWM outputs are used to control the position
of the servos that move the camera and the sonar. Also, we
turn on and off the led lights and the laser using some of the
digital outputs available.

D. Hydrophones

To track the moving ASV and to detect the pinger, the
AVORA vehicle is equipped with two Aquarian Audio “H2b”
hydrophones. These hydrophones have a useful range between
10 Hz and 100 Khz and an omnidirectional polar response in
the horizontal axis.

The hydrophones have to be placed at the top of the vehicle
to have a clear and direct reception of the sound emitted. Also,
we have to take care of the influence of the water turbulences
generated by the thrusters in the position of the hydrophones.
For estimating the angle of arrival of the audio signal, the
distance between the two hydrophones has to be half of the
wavelength of the pinger tone.

λ = v/f (1)

where λ is the wavelength, v is the speed of the sound in the
medium and f is the frequency of the signal. For our case, for
a signal of 13 kHz spreaded in seawater, the distance between
each hydrophone, λ/2, must be 5, 8 cms.

H2b hydrophones behaviour is similar to electret-condenser
microphones. They have to be provided with a “phantom”
current to operate correctly and the signal received must be
amplified before being processed. All these details have been
addressed in the design of a 53 dB gain pre-amplifier we
fabricated in the printed circuit board of Figure 13.

Fig. 13: Pre-Amplifier PCB

E. Inertial measurement unit

An inertial measurement unit it’s an indispensable device
to know the orientation and the pose of the vehicle in each
moment. We incorporate an MTi Xsens sensor to solve this
task. This sensor is able to provide an accurate 360◦ pose and
the orientation referred to magnetic Earth field and gravity.
The MTi Xsens also can obtain angular speed and acceleration.
All these data are interesting to control the navigation of the
vehicle.
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F. Sonar

Avora vehicle is equipped with an Imagenex 852 miniature
sonar. Due to its small size, weight and easiness of interfacing,
this sensor is well suited for usage in small underwater
vehicles. This sonar can work in a range of distances between
15 cm and 50 m; the beam width is 2, 5◦x22◦. To make a
precise 360◦ scan, the sonar needs 16 seconds. The sonar
signal frequency can be adjusted, we set it to 850 KHz to
reduce the contributions of noise. The sonar is fixed to the
AUV by means of a servomotor. This allows to change the
orientation of the scanning plane of the sonar from horizontal
to vertical. The vertical orientation is employed to estimate
the altitude of the vehicle working similarly as an altimeter.

Sonar data are processed to register environment features
that are integrated by the mapping system.

G. Cameras, lasers and lights

In order to cope with the different tasks of a mission we
have developed a computer vision system that comprises a
camera, 3 led lights, 2 servomotors and a laser pointer.

The camera used in the vehicle is a Logitech C120 webcam
with a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels. The field angle is X◦

but in water, this angle is reduced to X◦. A throughput of 4
frame per second is enough to carry out the computer vision
tasks due to the vehicle’s low speed. To assure good lighting
conditions, we employ three high power (5 W) white LED
lights. These are controlled by the Arduino depending on the
luminosity of the medium. LED lights where waterproofed
covering the electrical circuit and connectors with resin and
silicone.

The two servos allows to orient the visual system in pan
and tilt, that permits to reduce the number of cameras to one.
Furthermore, this capability simplifies searching for objects of
interest during the mission as the displacement and changes
of orientation of the vehicle are minimized or even avoided.

The laser pointer is aligned with the camera at a distance
of 15 cm. It allows us to calculate accurately the distance
to the spotted object. We have tested different laser beam
shapes, colours and power. This type of systems are limited
by the distance that the laser can reach. We conclude that
line and cross shaped lasers suffer a big dispersion in the
water. That makes difficult the detection of the laser light in
real conditions. Hence, we finally decide to use a green laser
pointer (< 5 mW) to estimate the distance between the vehicle
and objects.

H. Thrusters

For the propulsion of the AUV, 4 BTD150 Seabotix motors,
like the one in Figure 14, are used. Two horizontal thrusters
are placed at starboard and port, they provide the thrust for the
horizontal movement and rotations. The other two thrusters are
situated in the front and back of the medial axis of the vehicle
to control the immersion and submersion of the submarine.

The control of the motors is made with two RoboClaws 97
controller with 2 channels. Each controller board is connected
to one pair of thrusters. In order to connect the RoboClaws

Fig. 14: Seabotix BTD150 thruster

97 to the computer, we have designed and fabricated a level
converter to adapt the TTL RS232 connection voltage used by
the boards to the notebook level (see Figure 15).

Fig. 15: TTL-RS232 Level converter

I. Communication

An ethernet connection is used to control the vehicle as a
ROV. In this working mode, a second computer is needed to
transmit commands and receive information vehicle in real
time. This has proved to be a very useful capability for
debugging the system.

All the devices that use an USB connection are connected
to a hub of 7 ports. This hub supplies the power needed for
each connected component to work.

IV. SOFTWARE

The third level of design consists in the vehicles control
architecture, which comprises the different modules and soft-
ware components in charge of interacting with low level hard-
ware and providing the desired functionality. This software
components usually involve different levels of abstraction, so
as to be able not only to read sensory data and control the
vehicles actuators, but also to understand and intelligently use
the information available.

The design of the control architecture is usually constrained
by the execution model which requires computation-intensive
processing of high dimensionality data to be done in real-
time. At the same time, the inherent nature of the problem
requires the control architecture to be divided in self-contained
components capable of communicating with one another, thus
increasing the computational overhead.
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In order to deal with the difficulties of building a control
architecture for an autonomous underwater vehicle, the design
has to follow certain principles. This principles tend to deal
with and discard designs that lack reactive behaviour or
balanced computational load. Following this principles it is
important to use mature libraries and frameworks that provide
capabilities at affordable costs.

Our control architecture has been designed around one of
the most mature frameworks for robotics software develop-
ment, the Robot Operating System (ROS). This framework
provides us with inter-process communication in local or
distributed environments, data abstraction, and a large amount
of libraries and packages already fully integrated.

Our architecture consists of several layers, each encom-
passing different levels of abstraction. Data flows from lower
levels to higher levels and control commands flow from higher
levels to lower levels. Each component can be commanded and
read from any other higher or equal level component, thus
ensuring reactive behaviour when needed by eliminating the
serial communication structure of hierarchical architectures.

In the following subsections our approach to a control
architecture able to perceive the world in a probabilistic
manner by accumulating evidence of its surroundings will
be discussed, as will the different levels encompassing the
architecture.

A. Probabilistic world architecture

The main disadvantages when dealing with complex en-
vironments are the uncertainty and drift of the sensor data
and the accumulated error when estimating the vehicles pose.
Because of this, determining the next step in the overall
mission can lead to the vehicle not being able to continue
due to insufficient data or a disagreement between what it
perceives and what it believes it should perceive.

The vehicles control architecture perceives the world and
assesses the uncertainty of what it believes it is perceiving
based on different factors. This probabilistic view of the world
combined with a continuous accumulation of evidence allows
the vehicle to be aware of its surroundings in any given
moment.

If we were to follow the data flow, everything begins at the
Perception level, where raw data is obtained and passed on the
Detection level. At this point, the detection modules will try
to complete its task, that is finding a certain object or signal
and assigning it a level of uncertainty. Each detection module
will have assigned a different level of priority based on the
current mission being run, which translates on each module
adapting its working frequency so as to avoid consuming the
resources needed for the completion of the mission. The output
of each detection module is processed by the probabilistic
mapper, which updates the state of each object based on the
new measurements obtained, following a predict-match-update
scheme.

This information will then be used by the mission executive,
which is now provided with a map that can be used to evaluate
the next step on the overall mission. This map is also used
by the localization and navigation modules, which supply

the vehicle with the means to estimate its pose and navigate
through the environment.

Last but not least, each mission module on the task level
feeds on the detection information in order to complete and
validate the current mission. This modules will usually lay
dormant until the mission executive decides the next mission
to be carried out.

B. Perception, Communication and Actuation level

At the lowest level, interfacing directly with the vehicles
hardware, we find the Perception, Communication and Ac-
tuation level. This level is composed mostly by drivers that
implement a certain protocol that permit them communicate
with the different devices, this level also contains modules that
access the different capabilities of the operating system and
provide new functionalities to the control architecture.

This level is the source of all the sensory data provided
to the detection and navigation levels, and is the ultimate
recipient of control commands, thus enabling the vehicles
interaction with the environment. As a side note, some of the
drivers we have developed will become open to future SAUC-
E competitors.

C. Detection level

The detection level is in charge of interpreting the sensory
data and producing useful information whenever possible. This
information is supplemented with an uncertainty measure that
gives an estimate of the confidence of the detection. The
uncertainty measure and the detection information is then
used by the probabilistic mapper to update the objects state
and accumulate evidences, and by the related task module
whenever active.

Every detection module also outputs other useful informa-
tion, such as the relative angle of the detected object or the
distance. Measuring the distance to certain objects can be done
by comparing the size seen with the size expected, this can be
applied to buoys or even to the pipes, but requires the camera
to be calibrated. The distance to other type of objects, such
as walls, can be obtained using the imaging sonar, but our
approach in this case consists in using a laser pointer.

The detection is one of the most computationally expensive
levels and since not all the modules are required at any given
moment, but still have to be working in order to accumulate
evidences, priorities are assigned by the mission executive
based on the current mission.

D. Navigation & Mapping level

The Navigation & Mapping level, as its own name suggests,
deals with the aspects involving the vehicle movement and the
environment mapping. Detected objects, evidences, and land
features are fed to the probabilistic mapper, a module that
uses the information available to predict and estimate where
different objects are situated in the local map, and the features
of the map itself.

Navigation commands from the task and management levels
are interpreted and translated into continuous commands to
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Fig. 16: Software architecture diagram depicting the different levels and components. Not to be confused with a hierarchical
architecture since communication can flow between non-adjacent levels.

the thrusters. The navigation consists in a decoupled system,
where in one hand the control consists in defining the depth
or altitude and in the other the control permits the modules to
define a destination position in a 2D plane.

Localization is done using a combination of a feature ex-
traction algorithm as described on [2], which requires periodic
sonar 180◦ scans, dead reckoning using novel techniques by
combining an inertial measurement unit and a low cost speed
estimation sensor, and a particle filter which requires an a
priori map.

E. Task level

The task level consists in a set of specialized modules that
take charge of the vehicle whenever a mission has to be
completed. Task modules usually lay dormant until the mission
executive decides the next mission, at which point the specific
module will be activated. Solving each of the tasks depends
on the detection information and the overall process can be
described by a relatively simple automaton. In general not all
of the tasks require a specific module, since a task may be
simple enough to be resolved by the mission executive.

F. Management level

The management level is the last layer of the control
architecture. It consists in only two modules, the mission
executive and the integrity supervisor. The former is in charge
of the vehicle itself, deciding what missions to accomplish,
where to go when no missions are being carried out and what
to do when an expected or unexpected risk arises. The latter

is a monitoring module that reads the state of some of the
sensors and decides when a risk situation has arisen, taking the
necessary measures so as to ensure that the mission executive
deals with the situation.

This level is the ultimate recipient of the processed and
reprocessed information and the source of the main decisions,
hence it requires a careful design to correctly interpret the
information available.

G. ROS Integration

As explained earlier, our software is developed using the
ROS framework, which provides a great number of packages
and libraries fully integrated and ready to be used. ROS also
offers a powerful inter-process communication system that
works not only on local computers but also on distributed
TCP/IP based systems.

Going even further, we experimented with novel ROS
packages that permit the integration of the free (as in speech)
hardware platform Arduino, which we use a transparent uni-
versal interface for sensors and some actuators. This level
of integration makes our software architecture completely
homogeneous and with great level of cohesion.

H. Graphical User Interface

As an interesting addition and to demonstrate our ability
to not only create but also reuse. The team leader’s master
thesis graphical interface for controlling a low cost remotely
operated underwater vehicle has been adapted to be used as a
debugging and controlling system.
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Fig. 17: Graphical user interface

The GUI is based on the ROS package ground station
which includes some of the widgets used. This widgets were
originally designed for aereal vehicles, but have since been
adapted for underwater vehicles.

V. MISSIONS

This years competition, is located at La Spezia, Italy and
takes place in a salt water basin of 120 m long and 50 m wide,
with a constant depth of 5.5 msw and negligible currents. It
features seven tasks, as explained on section I, some of which
continue to be the same as last years but with minor changes.

As explained on subsection IV-E and subsection IV-F, the
mission executive decides the next task to be completed, which
in turn is performed by a dedicated software module. Every
dedicated module uses the detection information from the
detection layer in order to complete the mission, hence the
detection techniques are critical for the completion of each
task.

The general behaviour of the task modules can be described
by a relatively simple automaton shown in Figure 18. This au-
tomaton is in reality a simplification of the modules behaviour,
but emphasizes the main ideas behind resolving a task.

Fig. 18: Task automaton

At the start of each task, the active module knows only one
thing: there is evidence that what the module has to look for

is near. It then procedes to a localization phase, where the
objective is tracked down by either repositioning the cameras
or by moving the entire vehicle. Once the objective has been
pinpointed, the vehicle has to be positioned accordingly so as
to start completing the mission. The task comences when the
starting point has been reached, at this point the task module
continuously commands the vehicle and reads the detection
state until the task has been completed.

The task can also be fail, either by not being able to locate
the objective, or due to technical difficulties such as not being
able to position the vehicle or track the objective once located.
If anything so unfortunate should happen, any state of the
automata can declare the task unsuccessful.

Resolving each of the tasks has required an extensive
analysis of the particular problems that can be encountered and
the design and study of a number of methods and algorithms.
It is important to take into account that, being this our first
year, we are unable to anticipate every possible contingency.

A. Navigation & Localization

For the vehicle navigation we have used a 4 DOF kinematic
model, in which the vehicle translates along the x, y and z
axes and can rotate around z, i.e. the yaw angle. In order to
control the thrusters we have implemented a PID controller
for the surge, heave and yaw. Other translation and rotation
motions are not controlled, and therefore left free. However,
we do not expect them to vary significantly because we can
rely on the trimming. The input to the PID controller are the
desired surge or heave speed, or the yaw turn rate. The output
are the setpoints for the thrusters, for which a deadband is used
to avoid oscillations when we are very close to the setpoints.

The error signal that allows the filter to operate correctly
and produce a control signal that converges in a reasonable
time to the desired value, is obtained with a simple kinematic
model that receives the following inputs:

1) Heave speed, derived from the depth sensor readings.
2) Yaw turn rate, which is directly measured by the MTi

IMU gyro.
3) Vehicle linear speed, which can be computed or esti-

mated from the bend sensor readings, combined with
the derivative of the linear accelerations measured by
the MTi IMU accelerometer; however, note that this
accelerations must be converted into motion-only ones,
because the raw data already includes the Earth gravity
acceleration.

The output of the kinematic model is the speed in the
global frame, which can be integrated to obtain the position
of the robot in the navigation frame. This position is useful
for most of the robot’s basic tasks: navigation, localization,
path planning, mapping, etc. The derivative of this position is
a velocity that can be used as the PID feedback.

The localization problem arises when we submerge because
the GPS satellite signal does not penetrate the water. We
need the vehicle position with respect to a reference frame to
move reliably through the water mass. To obtain the vehicle’s
position we follow two approaches:
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1) Inertial Navigation System (INS). The evolution of the
vehicle pose over time can be integrated with an online
filter run onboard that relies only on several motion-
sensing sensor readings. From the MTi Inertial Motion
Unit (IMU) we take the linear accelerations and the yaw
angle, the depth sensors provide the z position in the
world frame —that can be assumed to be the same as
the heave, since we do not control on pitch—, and the
bend sensors generate a velocity in-water reading. All
these data is plugged into the kinematic equations of
the robot and for each filtering step we obtain a vehicle
pose state defined by it’s x, y and z position —i.e.
translation with respect to the origin of the navigation
frame—, and yaw angle —in the body frame. Note
that roll and pitch are assumed to be almost 0 during
the whole mission. We ensure that is true with the
accurate trimming before the deployment. Clearly, some
readings are directly the value we look for, but others
are first or second derivatives, so we apply an integration
scheme robust to noise. The output of the INS can be
thought as a refined or improved dead-reckoning, where
no information of the surrounding environment —i.e.
landmarks— are used.

2) Imaging sonar-based localization, with landmarks.
Based on [2] work, we were able to extract land-
marks from polar images and determine their valid-
ity/feasibility. This landmarks are used to create an a
priori map of the basin for further use with a localization
method based on dead reckoning and a particle filter.

Our localization and navigation methods at the time this
paper was written were still under design, which significantly
reduces our ability to explain the theoretical details involving
the full process of localization and navigation.

B. Visual detection techniques

From a newcommers point of view, a number of tasks
seem to be solvable solely by vision and precise navigation.
Our approach to this problem lead us to develop a relatively
powerful combination of techniques based on colour, shape
and border recognition. This techniques have been used for
gate crossing, pipe following, mid-water target tracking and
visual ASV tracking.

Image segmentation is the first step of the object recognition
process. Ours is a colour based segmentation, using the HSV
colour space. The main idea consists in defining a set of
boundaries on each of the colour space components, so as
to define the range of colours that can be considered part
of the object we are looking for. A visual representation of
this technique can be derived from Figure 19, where our
boundaries could be represented as a cake slice shaped cut.

Fig. 19: HSV space visual representation

The next step in the process consists in a noise elimination
phase, where we first apply an image erosion technique
followed by image dilation. The former is used to eliminate
isolated pixels, the latter recovers the shape of interesting
blobs. This method also applies in between a blob thresholding
phase, where blobs smaller than a certain number of pixels are
discarded. At this point one or more regions of interest have
been found, the best match being the biggest blob, or blobs
in case of the gate crossing.

Once the blob has been located the detection uncertainty
is measured through shape and border contrast analysis. The
main idea involving the uncertainty measure consists in esti-
mating how reliable our detection is in order to decide whether
it can be trusted or not.

Shape contrast depends on the type of object we are
analyzing, in each case this method allows us to estimate if
the detected objects shape is similar to the expected shape. In
the case of buoy detection, the expected shape tends to be a
disk, so we can assume the optimum buoy detection should
have full circularity, so the contrast measure is obtained by
measuring the circularity of the blob, Figure 20.

Fig. 20: Particle circularity representation

c =
2 ·
√
π ·Ap
Pp

(2)

Figure 20 represents a particle whose perimeter is depicted
in green, and the red circle consists in a circle with the same
area of the particle.

The border contrast requires defining the internal and exter-
nal border of the blob we believe to be the expected object.
This is done by taking the perimeter of the blob with a width
of a certain number of pixels, in this case 10, from the inside
and from the outside.
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Fig. 21: Internal and external border

Once the borders are delimited, the mean of the H compo-
nent of the image in the HSV colour space is used to determine
the relative difference between our believe and the background,
i.e. the difference between the mean of the internal and the
external border. This gives us a measure of the distance in the
hue component between the background and the object, which
is used to evaluate how well the object can be distinguished
from the background.

ε =
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i

n
−
∑m
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E
i

m

∣∣∣∣ (3)

This distance is then normalized since the maximum and
minimum values are bounded by the precision of the colour
space component.The maximum certainty is considered to be
1 and the maximum uncertainty 0.

The last contrast measure we designed to estimate the
reliability of our detection consists in a color comparison.
This contrast measure requires to be perfectly calibrated to
a specific colour which is the known colour of the object
underwater. The idea consists in measuring the colour distance
between what is seen and what is expected using a simple
euclidean distance in an RGB colour space, or on some of the
components of the HSV colour space. This contrast estimation
technique proved to be quite useless since calibrating can
be tricky if the objects colour components are not precisely
known.

Depending on the object we are looking for, different con-
trast measures can be used. As an example, buoy detection is
the perfect candidate on which to experiment this techniques,
since all of them can be applied.

C. Gate Crossing

The first mission of the competition consist on crossing a
gate situated at, at least, 5 meters from the starting point.
This relatively large distance makes the localization of the
gate quite complicated since visibility is expected to be only
2 m, and the vehicle starts without any prior knowledge of
the buoys are situated. The state of the vehicle at this point
is considered as localization state. In this state, the vehicle
moves slowly andtries to locate the buoys that conform the
gate. To develop this task, the gate detection function from
the detection level of the software architecture is used.

Once the gate is positively detected and located, the vehicle
is in a phase of positioning. The orientation is changed to face
correctly the gate structure. At this point, the vehicle advances
to the gate, correcting possible drifts.

Atracking algorithm based on a Kalman filter is used to
follow the position of the buoys and the orientation of the
vehicle can be corrected if it is needed. In case that the gate
is lost during the mission, the previously explained automaton
permits the return to the initial localization state but with the
advantage that it already has an estimation of the gate position
thanks to the mapping system.

Fig. 22: Bouy estimation and measurement representation

The Kalman filter is a recursive estimator, this means that
only the estimated state from the previous time step and the
current measurement are needed to compute the estimate for
the current state. For this reason, the Kalman filter is usually
used to track object in video sequences, Figure 22

The state of the filter is represented with two variables:
an a posteriori state estimate x̂k and an a posteriori error
covariance Pk at a k time given. The Kalman filter is
conceptualized in two distinct phases: predict and update.
The two phases are alternated using a prediction advising the
next scheduled observation.

Predict
Predicted a priori state estimate:

x̂−k = Fk,k−1x̂
−
k−1 + vk−1 (4)

Predicted a priori estimate covariance:

P−
k = Fk,k−1Pk−1F

T
k,k−1 +Qk−1 (5)

Update
Innovation:

yk = zk −Hkx̂
−
k (6)

Kalman Gain:

Gk = P−
k H

T
k [HkP

−
k H

T
k +Rk]−1 (7)

Updated a posteriori state estimate:

x̂k = x̂−k +Gkyk − h(k, x̂−k ) (8)

Updated a posteriori estimate covariance:

Pk = (I −GkHk)P−
k (9)
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D. Pipe Following

This mission consists in performing an inspection of an
underwater structure constructed with 1.5 m cylinders. The
structure does not form a straight pipeline but rather an
irregular structure. The objective is to track in real-time the
structure using the onboard sensors.

Achieving this mission requires the computer vision system.
The pipe is detected using colour segmentation techniques.
HSV is a useful space to define the values of the colour of
the pipe. The system is calibrated with several images in order
to determine with a certain precision when the structure has
been detected. As the result of the segmentation technique,
a blob is obtained and analyzed. Edge and shape contrast
are used to estimate the uncertainty of the result. When the
pipe is detected the vehicle has to navigate to the location
of the structure. When the vehicles is near enough to use the
laser pointer, the distance between the vehicle and the pipe is
measured. At this point the imaging sonar can be positioned
to measure the altitude, obtaining a second estimate of the
distance to the structure. This way the vehicle can be situated
0.5 m above the structure like the mission rules establish.

Fig. 23: Pipe Segmentation and direction validation

In order to follow the pipes, the direction of navigation is
estimated based on the orientation of the pipes, as shown in
Figure 23. This is calculated with the orientation of the major
axis of the blob detected and the pan-tilt orientation of the
camera.

E. Wall Surveying

The objective of this mission consists in surveying a wall
and maintaining a position between 2 and 4 meters from the
wall during the survey. The vehicle is not equipped with an
echo sounder to maintain a constant distance to the wall. To
achieve this task all components of the computer vision and
the sonar are employed.

The approximation to the wall is carried out using the
sonar scan in a reduced range mode that permits scanning an
interesting zone with a higher frequency. The obtained data
is then processed to estimate the position and the orientation
of the vehicle in relation to the wall. The sonar scan image
is thresholded and a Non-Maximum Suppression method is
used to remove the background noise. The Hough transform is
employed to detect the wall lines. The vehicle has to navigate
and approach at the established distance.

When the vehicle’s position is close enough to the wall, it
is then positioned paralel to it. The pan-tilt is used to turn

the camera 90◦ so as to try to meaasure the distance more
accurately using the laser pointer. As the camera and the
pointer laser are situated with a separation of 15 cms at the
horizontal axis, the spot of the laser will appear displaced from
the center of the image. This separation has a direct relation
with the absolute distance from the object pointed [6] by the
laser and can be expressed like:

D =
h

tan(θ)
(10)

Where D is the distance, h is the separation of the camera
and the laser pointer and θ is the angle shown in Figure 25.

To estimate θ, the camera has to be calibrated. The calibra-
tion process consists in obtaining a series of parameters using
a known pattern, as shown in Figure 24.

Fig. 24: Camera calibration example

The following expression is used in the estimation of the
angle:

θ = pfc · rpc+ ro (11)

Where pfc is the number of pixels from the spot to the center
of the image, rpc is the radian per pixel pitch of the camera
in underwater conditions and ro is the radian offset caused by
the alignment error of the structure.

The radian pixel pitch of the camera and the radian off-
set have to be calibrated using multiple samples of images
obtained at different distances. The algorithm developed cal-
culates the distance using the next equation.

D =
h

tan(pfc · rpcavg + roavg)
(12)

The distance measurement method is employed in other
computer vision tasks like mid water target tracking. During
the wall surveying the relative position of the vehicle to
the wall can be readjusted to keep the distance between the
boundaries.
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Fig. 25: Laser distance measurement diagram

F. Mid-Water Target Tracking

The goal of this mission consists in finding a buoy of
known colour and dimensions, and perform a circular search
manoeuvre around it. During the manoeuvre, the vehicle must
inform using an acoustic modem about it’s heading and about
the state of a target light. This mission is solved applying
the visual detection techniques outlined on subsection V-B,
combined with our positionable camera system and navigation.

Given that our camera has been calibrated for distance
measurement using a laser pointer, we have the ability to
estimate the distance to the buoy in view of the fact that we
know it’s real dimensions, also by thorough alignment the laser
can be used. The mission is basically resolved as follow:

1) Locate the mid-water target using visualization tech-
niques.

2) Position the vehicle’s heading 90◦ from the direction of
the mid-water target. Reposition the camera so as to be
able to see the buoy.

3) Perform the circle manoeuvre correcting the vehicle’s
heading by maintining a constant view of the buoy. At
this point the light state has to be determined by the
visualization techniques and the heading information has
to be sent to NURC’s ASV.

4) Determine that the circle manoevre has ended.

This mission is a great example of why we decided to design
positionable sensors, which permit the course correction based
on multiple measurements and estimations.

G. ASV Tracking

The objective of ASV tracking mission is to perform the
tracking of a moving ASV which will move slowly. The
ASV is equipped with an acoustic pinger that emits at a
frequency of 13 kHz. This task is dealt with using the acoustic
system composed of two hydrophones and the computer vision
system.

With two hydrophones separated between them λ
2 , the angle

of arrival can be estimated, Figure 26. So we developed an
algorithm based on the periodogram technique to obtain an
estimation of the direction of the ASV. The signal recorded
is filtered to eliminate noise contributions. The pulse of the
pinger is detected and extracted from the signal using a
power estimation threshold. Then, the periodogram algorithm
is applied.

The signal captured by the audio system, [y1, y2, . . . , yn],
must be transformed to the frequency domain using a Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT).

¯̄Y (w)TF←− [y1, y2, . . . , yn] (13)

The Fourier transform of the signal, named ¯̄Y (w) is used
to calculate the covariance matrix ¯̄Ryy.

¯̄Ryy = Y (w) · Y (w)H (14)

Once the covariance matrix ¯̄Ryy is obtained, we proceed to
calculate the power for each direction desired using an angle
sweep from 90◦ to −90◦ with steps of 1◦.

¯̄P (θ) = ¯̄A(θ) · ¯̄Ryy ·
¯̄
AH(θ) (15)

As a result of this process, we have ¯̄P (θ) matrix, in the
diagonal of this matrix the products of our interest are situated.

p̄(θ) = diagonal
[

¯̄P (θ)
]

(16)

The maximum values of p̄(θ) signals the AOA.

AOA = max [p̄(θ)] (17)

It has to be mentioned that with two omnidirectional hy-
drophones, the angle of arrival of the signal can’t be calculated
with total certainty. It exists an ambiguity caused by the
geometry of the problem. There will be always two possible
directions for the same signal delay. In our case, this ambiguity
can be solved rotating the vehicle.

Fig. 26: Angle of arrival estimation

With the computer vision system, we use the servo to
orientate the camera so as to look to the surface and search the
ASV. The images obtained should be bright and must have a
great contrast due to them being against the sunshine. Locating
the ASV would consiste in looking for a dark object. To detect
the ASV, a background image is calculated using the mean of
a certain number a frames. The ASV can be distinguished
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obtaining the difference between the current frame and the
background image.

The audio and vision systems can be used simultaneously
and their results combined. The angle of arrival permits to
orientate the vision system to the direction estimated with the
audio signal increasing the possibilities of finding the ASV.

H. Impress the judges

We believe the best way to impress the judges is by not
revealing any of the possible ideas for this mission.

VI. SCIENTIFIC OUTREACH

The team members has also take care of spread the message
of the upcoming event and the development of the AVORA
vehicle. We have maintain a facebook personal page for
the project with the name AVORA SAUC-E 2012, where
several news have been published throughout the development
accomplished during these last months. There we can see
a good number of representative photos of the team, the
components, electronic and mechanical parts, as well as video
clips showing the developing process, the manufacturing of
some pieces and some tests that have been carried out.

Also, we have contacted several companies that belong
to the local industry. This is the case of PLOCAN itself,
the shipyard Astican and the Environmental Consulting and
Studies (ECOS) consultory. We might also include here the
diffusion inside of the ULPGC university, where some groups
have found our achievement of great interest for their research
topics —both as developers or users.

The local press and scientific journals have dedicated some
pages to cover the new of a group of ULGPC’s students who
have built an AUV from scratch and are going to compete
in the SAUC-E 2012 competition for the first time. A recent
example is a section in the B3M bulletin. And even the
team leader has written about AVORA in his blog, The C
Continuum. A description of the project is given for the
layman in this entry, so everyone on the Internet can know
of us, our vehicle and —hopefully— a good participation at
SAUC-E 2012 in La Spezia next early July.

VII. INNOVATION

In this section, we want to put forward the innovations
that our entry integrates. In this regard, it is worth mention
that they are not only software or algorithm proposals, but
also hardware designs. In any case, some of them constitute
innovative solutions to deal with a reduced budget.

First of all, a new software architecture has been developed.
We have made all the data, that flows among the different
layers and modules, to be probabilistically quantified, i. e.
to enhance the sensor measurements with their uncertainty,
based on the sensor noise. Also, the data processed by the
architecture nodes propagates this uncertainty following a
robust and mathematically-founded probabilistic framework.
Another interesting good of the architecture is that it is
designed in such a way that each module can be replaced
easily and transparently, as long as it follows some expected
or given functionality.

Secondly, we use a type of battery cell relatively recent
in the market, made of LiFePO4, which —to our best
knowledge— is scarcely used in AUVs and robots in general.
The advantages of this cell are many. Also, we have assembled
our own battery packs from separate cells, so we can make
them closer to our power requirements. The efficiency of this
batteries is greater than others, like Li-Ion ones, they have
a very high density —only beat by LiPo cells—, which is
important to reduce the vehicle weight, they are safer than
LiPo batteries since they do not burn in case of short-circuit or
any other electronic issue, and they have high charge/discharge
rates, so they can be used with power-demanding devices
like thrusters, since they can withstand large intensity peaks,
as well as the nominal consumption regime. Finally, in our
vehicle design the battery packs can be removed or replaced
fairly easy. This increases the range of the vehicle because
we can keep working with another set of batteries while the
others are charging.

Another contribution is the use of bend sensors, a low-
cost system to estimate the vehicle velocity relative to the
water. We have followed this approach to save budget and
explored this alternative to high-end devices like DVLs. The
onboard navigation system is responsible of using the drag
force measured by an array of these sensors, in order to feed
a kinematic model —along with the IMU and depth sensor
readings— and obtain a good estimate of the vehicle pose.

Regarding the vision system, we use a laser pointer to obtain
an a priori estimate of the distance (depth) of the images
acquired by the camera. We think that a single pointer is
enough for SAUC-E’s tasks, but we have also explored more
complex lasers and elaborated solutions.

Another particularity of our design is the possibility to move
some sensors, so we can perform active search or adapt the
vehicle to the task issued. In particular, we use two servos to
move the camera and the laser system, i.e. we have a pan-tilt
camera —with some sort of 3D information—, which is placed
at the bow. We use an additional servo for the imaging sonar.
This is mandatory, since we want to use it as an echo sounder
for some tasks in which is important to have an altimeter
or a fast, narrow range sensor, while it is generally used for
mapping the arena, operating with a different orientation.

It is also worth mention that we have designed and manufac-
tured a great number of Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs) which
are part of the electronic system of the vehicle. This constitutes
a great money saver and it opens the opportunity to personalize
our designs and make them fit in the mechanical frame or
housings. In this regard, it should be noted that we have
designed and made an improved version of the commercially
available Battery Management System, giving us more and
better control of the separate cells and the battery packs.

VIII. FINANCIAL SUMMARY

This being our first year, it has definitely been a cost-
effective one. A breakdown of the total expenses can be
found on Table I. Even though the vehicle has surpassed the
10, 000e it is important to take into account that more than
half of the budget was spent on the inertial measurement unit

https://www.facebook.com/avorasauce2012
http://www.ecoscanarias.com
http://www.maresmacaronesia.eu/BoletinB3MInteractivo/n6/index.html
http://theccontinuum.wordpress.com
http://theccontinuum.wordpress.com
http://theccontinuum.wordpress.com/2012/04/05/avora-auv-sauc-e12/
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and the imaging sonar. It was the general consensus not to
include the travelling costs, since the real challenge of this
competition relies on other aspects.

IX. RISK ASSESSMENT

Having in mind the potential difficulties and risk situations
the vehicle can be faced upon, a risk assessment report has
been compiled. Being our first year, most of the difficulties
were learned by trial and error, hence we expect it to be
thorough enough. This report can be found on Table II.

X. CONCLUSION

For the challenge of participating in the SAUC-E 2012
competition, a team of 7 students contributed with their
knowledge and experience in several engineering disciplines.
Being the first year and starting from scratch, we have covered
all the aspects involved in the development, starting at the most
basic ones. Indeed a major milestone have been the successful
watertight tests of the vehicle and its enclosure cases up to
5/7 meters depth —everything designed by us. The whole
electronics and the power subsystem —along with its safety
measures—, have been developed as well. In this regard, it is
worth mention that the battery packs have been mounted using
single LiFePO4 cells, with a BMS dimensioned accordingly.

However, we think that also some innovation and valuable
contributions have been achieved. The system incorporates
cheap regular servos that have been made watertight using
a custom-made case that adapts to its shape. The navigation
system does not rely on a DVL. Instead, we use low-cost –
IMU, depth and bend— sensors and a filter that uses them to
estimate the vehicle speed, so we can solve the kinematics
and dynamics. Also, the rest of the components onboard
and the vehicle itself are quite inexpensive: 10373.54e. The
AUV dimensions are meant to make shipping and deployment
easier, and the trimming and ballasting procedures are possible
by means of moving the batteries. It is, however, a design
for shallow waters only. But this allowed us to reduce the
manufacturing cost by means of using materials such as PVC
and PE-500. Some tips and tricks have been discovered in the
waterproofing and sealing tasks, when closing or accessing the
underwater cases, which now are part of the team know how.

In the software side, we began the development with the
control architecture, the sensor drivers, the impulsion system
controller, and low-level coding for the electronics. All the
source code is now hosted in a git repository and, in general,
is implemented in C/C++ and Python, using ROS middleware.
Despite of the reduced time available and starting from scratch,
we have reached an important level of achievement —more
than 120000 lines of code and nearly 200 commits—, with
close to state-of-the-art algorithms’ implementations for basic
tasks, high-level subsystems and even the missions of SAUCE
2012. Although the software is currently private, our intention
is to liberate it once it reaches an acceptable maturity. It uses
ROS as a way to offer a certain level of standardization.

The navigation subsystem and the vehicle pose estimation in
4DOF has been solved with a filter that takes the IMU, depth
and bend sensor measurements, so we can operate without a

DVL. The vehicle localizes in the arena using a map built
online from the imaging sonar readings. The dead reckoning
from the navigation subsystem is used to add new readings
to the map frame, using an a priori map and Particle Filter
that receives lines extracted from a polar image built and
updated with the imaging sonar readings [2]. The navigation
and mapping modules are implicit requirements to perform
almost all the missions of the competition.

Regarding the missions, great advance has been reached
for many of them. The buoy and gateway detection has been
tested with positive results on underwater images acquired
with the camera installed on the vehicle, moving in a scaled
recreation of the scenario described in the competition rules.
Wall tracking has not been done with the imaging sonar,
as most teams do. Instead, we have built a motorized pan
tilt camera system with a laser pointer. This allows us for
active vision and to retrieve the distance to certain objects
easily in most of the cases. The ASV tracking with the
hydrophone array works satisfactorily in the tests performed
at the laboratory and the pool, for a periodogram algorithm
implementation ported to C/C++, which runs on real time.

This has been a very challenging project and the knowledge
gained in this past months has more than justified the time
spent, we expect our work to be continued and improved for
future editions of the competition.
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Component Unit cost Quantity Total cost
Logitech Webcam C120 8.64 e 1 8.64 e
Green Laser Pens (< 5mW) 10.00 e 1 10.00 e
Servo Futaba s3001 11.00 e 3 33.00 e
Hydrophones H2b Aquarian Audio 112.57 e 2 225.14 e
Arduino Mega 2560 41.00 e 1 41.00 e
XS-MTi-DK 2065.00 e 1 2065.00 e
Sonar Imagenex 852 3955.00 e 1 3955.00 e
DUB-H7 7-port USB 2.0 Hub 25.58 e 1 25.58 e
MR16 5W 5-LED 7500K 460-Lumen Light Bulb - White (12V) 7.28 e 4 29.10 e
Pressure Sensor - U5100 Series Transducer 150.30 e 1 150.30 e
H-38120S Headway LiFePO4 Cell 14.86 e 24 356.64 e
H-38140S Headway LiFePO4 Cell 19.62 e 8 156.96 e
DCDC-USB, Intelligent buck-boost DC-DC 70.51 e 3 211.53 e
Buccaneer 900series connectors 29.33 e 9 263.97 e
Roboclaw 2x15 71.51 e 2 143.02 e
SeaBotix BTD150 422.63 e 4 1690.52 e
Machining 550.00 e 1 550.00 e
Sensor Bendshort v2.0 83.47 e 1 83.47 e
Sensor Bendmini v2.0 72.77 e 1 72.77 e
Acer Aspire One D270 302.90 e 1 302.90 e
Total 10373.54 e

TABLE I: Financial Summary

Risk Precautions
Loss of control

• The AUV has a stop emergency button.
• We assume that the vehicle can’t be lost due to the basins’s safety net.
• In case of a hardware failure, an integrity supervisor ends all operations of the

vehicle to emerge.
• If timers times out, tasks are ended.

Power supply failure
• The vehicle has positive buoyancy in case of power loss, the vehicle surface.
• Fuses are placed in the cut-off circuit to protect power electronic batteries from

a shortcircuit.
• Y-power connectors can provide energy to the two pair of thrusters if one of the

battery packs fails.

Water leaks and humidity
• The main hull is pressurized.
• Water, humidity and pressure sensors monitor the state of the electronic housing.

Structural damages during the transport
• The structure has no edges.
• A support structure has been built.
• The AUV is easy to assemble and dismantle.

Personal injuries
• Safety precautions are taken during the working process. Protection glasses and

gloves are used when it is required.
• Technicians instruction are followed when machinery is used.
• Emergency button is placed to cut-off the power supply to the motors.
• It’s easy to transport the AUV lifting it from any point of the frame. The vehicle

has a low weight and a small size.

TABLE II: Risk Assessment
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